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C E N T S

Dean Burdick Expounds Report of
Law Commission

T

HE COMMISSION on the Administra-

tion of Justice in New York State
recently made an important report
to the Legislature. Dean Charles K. Burdick of the Law School was asked to
comment on this Report for the benefit of
the readers of the Ithaca Journal. He was
appointed to the Commission by Governor Roosevelt, and has been a member of
the Executive Committee and of the
Drafting Committee which prepared the
final text of the Report. He had also
under his personal direction the work
done in the fields of Criminal Law and of
Perjury, and the work done in connection
with the proposed Permanent Law Revision Commission. Dean Burdick said:
The Report covers fifty-seven* printed
pages, and is accompanied by twenty-one
Studies aggregating nearly 1,000 pages.
Bills have also been prepared to make
possible the carrying out of the major
proposals of the Commission, though
a few of them call for constitutional
amendments.
The main purpose of the Commission
has been to study civil justice in order
to devise improvements in the judicial
machinery. Probably the most insistent
complaint which is directed against the
present administration of justice is that
of its delays. Our central object has been
to eliminate unreasonable delay in the
adjudication of civil disputes. It is believed that the recommendations contained in the Report, if adopted and
properly administered, will enable the
bench and bar to attain this goal in the
interest of litigants, and with the minimum of expense to the tax payers.
More than half of the Report contains
a study of the court system, with special
emphasis on the situation in the Supreme
Court throughout the state, and in the
city and municipal courts in Greater New
York. In the courts just named the calendars are greatly congested, resulting often
in such delay as to constitute a substantial denial of justice. It is believed that
the present facilities of the Supreme
Court and of the courts in Greater New
York are sufficient to take care of the
business brought before them, provided
modern administrative control is introduced, certain administrative practices
are put in operation, and the cases now in
arrears are removed.
We believe that there should be a
greater use made of the practice of assign-

ing Justices of the Supreme Court to
work outside districts in which they are
elected, and that the constitution should
be so amended as to make it possible for
the Appellate Divisions to assign County
Judges and Surrogates to sit in the Supreme Court. We also recommend that
provision be made for temporary referees
to preside over Jury trials on consent as
well as for the use of such referees in the
trial of non-jury and equity cases. These
experiments would do much to clear the
present calendars.
We think that provision should be
made for the appointment in the Supreme
Court in each county or district (as the
case may be) of an administrative judge.
This is not an experiment, but has been
used with great success in Cleveland,
Detroit, and Chicago. The Commission
also strongly favors the adoption of the
so-called Cleveland calendar system in the
larger counties where several court rooms
are in session at the same time, together
with the pooling of jurors. While there
is no great problem involved in the city
courts outside of New York City, the
Commission has drawn a tentative draft
of a Uniform City Courts Act, believing
that uniformity would be desirable and
would be a convenience to the Legislature in matters of amendment. It is believed that the present system of Justices
of the Peace should be completely restudied by the next Constitutional Convention. Meanwhile, certain recommendations are made for the amendment of
the Town Law which would result in a
reduction in the number of Justices of the
Peace and the perpetuation of that office
as a purely judicial one.
The capstone of the revised judicial
organization recommended by the Commission is its proposal for a Judicial
Council to consist of the Chief Judge of
the Court of Appeals, chairman, the
Presiding Justices of the four Appellate
Divisions of the Supreme Court, the
Chairmen of the Committee on the
Judiciary of the Senate and Assembly,
four lawyers, one from each Judicial
Department to be appointed by the
Governor, and two citizens, unrestricted
as to type or qualification, also to be appointed by the Governor. The functions
of such a Council would be to make a
continuous survey and study of the organization, the administration and the
procedure in the courts; the volume and
condition of the business of the courts

and the work accomplished; to collect,
compile and analyze judicial statistics;
to receive and consider suggestions pertaining to the administration of justice;
to recommend from time to time to the
Legislature any changes in the organization, jurisdiction, or procedure of the
courts which can be put into effect only
by legislative action, and to recommend
to any court or body vested with rulemaking power changes in the rules which
seem to it desirable. The Commission
is strongly of the opinion that such a
Judicial Council, though vested with no
rule-making power of its own, can be a
tremendous force in the continual improvement of our judicial organization
and procedure.
A considerable number of carefully
studied proposals are made by the Commission for the amendment of the Civil
Practice Act. The Commission has endeavored to provide in its recommendations, through additional use of discovery, examination of adversaries and
witnesses before trial and through extended use of summary judgment, methods whereby unfounded claims or defenses can be ascertained early, and the
accumulation of "dead wood" on the
calendars prevented. The Commission
also submits a number of recommendations designed to prevent an adversary
from delaying a prompt ascertaining of
the merits, to force an early disclosure
by both parties of their true position, to
prevent surprises at trial, and to prevent
obstructive tactics. While we do not believe that the State of New York is prepared for, nor do members of the Commission know that they would ever
favor the abolition of jury trial, we do
believe that every encouragement should
be given to litigants to try their issue to a
judge without calling in a jury, because
of the time and expense which will be
saved in this way. The Report contains
recommendations for simplification of the
service of process, for the revision of the
statutes of limitations to shorten the
time in which litigation must be commenced, and amendment of our rules of
evidences to permit more natural recitals
by witnesses, and to permit the court to
obtain impartial opinions, where expert
testimony is needed.
The Commission had under consideration a proposal in connection with automobile accident claims, for compulsory
arbitration, COmpul- [Continued on page 181
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YALE (41)

Athletics
Basketball
Cornell's recently rejuvenated basketball team went down to defeat at the
hands of a distinctly faster and superior
Yale team when the two met at the Drill
Hall last Saturday before an unprecedented crowd. Despite its two league
victories Cornell showed little power,
and was obviously far behind in the defensive department of the game. Cornell
was unable to outlast the sustained Yale
drive for baskets with the result that
Yale was victorious, 41-31.
During the first half, the Cornell team
played fast, and accurately, with one
rally taking them into the lead of their
New Haven rivals. Before the period
ended, however, Yale had caught up once
more, and led 19-18.
McGraw, playing at forward, and
Houck at guard, each tallied three field
goals, and McGraw added a single point
on a foul. Ferraro scored field goals and
fouls one each, to which Freed added two
points on fouls. Most of these scores
came together in a sudden flash of power,
but the effort soon was quelled by the
stubborn Yale defense.
In the second half, the Cornell team
played hard, but were completely outclassed as Yale's Reese and Nikkei
dropped in basket after basket. Apparently tired out by the consistent
offensive of Yale, the Cornell guards
were pulled in on play after play, with
the result that Yale continued to hold the
lead. No man playing the position of
back guard was undoubtedly a factor in
the failure of the defense. There was also a
tendency to fail in following up each free
shot—the players with the exception of
Ferraro and Freed, having their shots
roll round the edge of the basket and
drop discouragingly into the hands of
Yale's 6 ft. 6 center, Wilson, with not
much opposition under the basket.
During the second half Wilson, Freed,
and Downer each dropped in single baskets, and Ferraro scored twice from the
floor and three times from the foul line,
but in addition to the 18 points scored by
Cornell in the first half, only totaled 31,
while Yale ran their score up to 41.
The summary:
CORNELL (31)

Ferraro, rf
McGraw, If
Downer, c
Voelker, c
Houck, g
Freed, rg
Wilson, lg
Totals

Goals Fouls Total
3
4
10
3
1
7
1
o
x
o
o
o
3
o
6
1
x
4
1
o
x
ix

7

31

Nikkei, rf
DeAngelis, If
Wilson, c
Reese, rg
Miles, lg
Totals

4
3
4
x
5

x
o
1
o
2.

10
6
9
4
ix

18

5

41

Score at half time—Yale 19, Cornell 18.
Personal fouls—Ferraro x, Freed 1,
Downer x, Houck x, McGraw 3, Nikkei
3, DeAngelis 3, Wilson 3, Reese 3, Miles 1
Foul shots missed—Ferraro 3, Houck 1,
McGraw x, Nikkei 1, DeAngelis 1,
Wilson 1, Reese x, Miles x.
Referee, Kennedy, E.I.A.; umpire, Carroll, E.I.A. Time of halves—xo minutes.
League Standings

Yale
Pennsylvania
Cornell
Princeton
Dartmouth
Columbia
Harvard

4
4
x
x
x
1
o

o
1
1
x
x
3
5

1.000
.750
.667
. 500
.500
.X50
.000

Ferraro

Johnny Ferraro, no stranger to Cornell
alumni, is the man around whom the
Cornell basketball team is functioning
this year. A star high school and prep
school player, Johnny came to Cornell
with his court ability overshadowed by
the fact that he was also a stellar football
man. Basketball, however, is also a fine
game, from his point of view, and he has
played hard for three years, first with the
freshman team, and since then with the
varsity.
Even when Cornell lacked material
enough for a really good team, Johnny's
presence has meant the difference between
cellar position and a higher place in the
Eastern Intercollegiate Basketball League
standing. This year, he is going better
than ever, and has imbued the team with
his dominating fighting spirit, with the
result that Cornell has startled basketball circles by winning its first two
league games. The third association encounter was lost to Yale, who came to
Ithaca with a far superior team. This defeat does not necessarily mean that Cornell is through for the season, however,
nor did Ferraro's own play break down.
He played his hardest and best every
minute of the game, and accounted for
10 of Cornell's points.
His loss at the end of the season will be
a heavy one, and it is to be hoped that
some one from the promising sophomore
material will be able to develop into as
good a player as John has been. Perhaps
his football training is partially responsible for the fact that he is far superior in
guarding with his hips and shoulders to
any of the other players.
Ferraro played first at Masten Park
High School in Buffalo and went from
there to Cook Academy in Montour Falls
where he continued to play. In Buffalo

he was one of the outstanding interscholastic players, and at Cook he did
even better.
Wilson

Jack Wilson, a junior member of the
basketball team, who is making a name
for himself on the court, is the son of Jack
Wilson '06, and Helen Stone Wilson '07,
of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Wilson, who
is a guard, has shown up well in every
game in which he has taken part. In the
recent encounter with Yale at the Drill
Hall, Wilson brought fresh life into the
game as Cornell was being slowly beaten
backward, and started a rally which
gave Cornell 13 points for the half.
Wilson's goal led the way for scores by
Ferraro, Freed, and Downer.
Young Jack is studying Administrative
Engineering, and will follow his father's
footsteps. John, senior, graduated in
Mechanical Engineering.
McGraw

Dick McGraw, an Ithacan, is completing his third and last season with the
Cornell Varsity. He is one of the few
veterans on the team this year who is sure
of holding his own, in the face of excellent sophomore competition.
Since entering Cornell, McGraw has
played continuously at basketball, football and baseball. Although he never
reached the front ranks of the Varsity on
the gridiron or the diamond, he has been
a mainstay of the Cornell five for three
years. His early appearances on the court
marked him as a coming star, and he has
fulfilled all expectations.
McGraw and Ferraro are teamed together in the forward berths this year,
although Dick has played guard and
center for the most part. The change has
mace a great difference in the Cornell
offensive with Dick able not only to
shoot accurately and often, but also to
help quell attacks on the Cornell basket.
McGraw played for four years on the
Ithaca High School court, as well as on
the gridiron and baseball field. Although
not a regular on the football and baseball
teams at Cornell, McGraw has been a
steady aspirant for varsity honors. His
work has been consistent in every sport
he has played, and he is regarded by his
fellows as a genuine sportsman.
Foote

Bill Foote '35, another Milwaukee
boy, who is doing well at basketball, is
the son of Edward T. Foote '06.
Starting in his freshman year, Foote
held the pivot position on the yearling
team, and made such a name for himself
that his team mates elected him honorary
captain at the close of a very successful
season.
Last year he was found on the regular
varsity listings as a guard, and gave
demonstration of his ability in that position. His work this year has been improved even over that of former years, and
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he has still another year. Foote and Jack
Wilson, both sons of Cornellians, and
both from Milwaukee, will be back next
year to keep up their good work.
Voelker
Stephen A. Voelker, veteran center and
former star of DeWitt Clinton High
School in New York, has been given a
run for his position this year by Ernie
Downer of last year's frosh quintet, but
has thus far managed to hold his own
against the former yearling.
Voelker is the biggest man on the Cornell team, reaching a height of six feet
three and three-quarters inches, and
weighing 187 pounds. He has only a
slight margin in height over Downer, his
sophomore rival, but has two years of
varsity experience back of him, as well as
a year of freshman basketball. Voelker is
the tallest man that Cornell has had
available for the center berth for several
years, and the most capable center since
Dake, all-league center, of nine years ago.
With Downer pushing him hard for
the first string berth, Voelker has added
finesse and polish to his floor game this
year. His sure passing and aggressive floor
work have made him an invaluable asset
to the team.
Squash Racquets
For the first time in the history of the
University, a squash racquets team match
was held on the Cornell campus, when
the players of the Town and Gown Club
met and defeated a team from the Law
School, 9-1.
With both sides replete with faculty,
the line-ups read like a roster of Cornellians. The Law School team was made up
of students, and faculty of the law school,
and faculty members from other colleges
who use the Law school court. The Town
and Gown team of veterans lists a large
number of faculty and alumni on its rolls,
also.
Professor Paul M. O'Leary '2.8, playing
No. 9 for the Law School, was the only
one from Myron Taylor Hall who was
able to defeat his opponent. His match
was a close one, with Jes Dall '19 for the
Town and Gown, losing the last game to
him by only a few points. The first and
second games were extremely interesting,
O'Leary taking twelve straight sets to
win the first, and Dall taking twelve
straight to win the second. The third was
played evenly until the end.
Robert A. Hutchinson '15, playing No.
1 for the Town and Gown, defeated
Forbes Shaw '2.7, in a fast match, after
Shaw had taken the first game from him
15-10. The second game Hutchinson managed to win by two points after the game
had gone let at 13-all. The third and
fourth tilts he took 15-9 and 15-12..
Professor John Jenkins '2.3, playing for
Town and Gown, defeated Coach Paul
Eckley '17 three straight. H. L. Goodman '2.6 defeated Professor J. E. Reyna
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'97 three straight. Stewart C. Stackhouse
defeated Professor Horace Whiteside Ί x
LL.B. two straight. Ray Asberry (*xi-x8,
'2.9-30, '2.5 Law) defeated Blake Wilcox
'34 Law two straight. Professor Arthur
P. Whitaker defeated Professor Frank S.
Freeman.
Winter Sports
The depression in winter sports is
definitely over in Ithaca, with the return
of extreme cold and snow, so Cornellians
with a flair for ice and snow can once
more indulge in favorite cold weather
sports.
For the first time in two years there is
skating. True, the ice at present is rough
for the most part, and apt now and then
to be soft as a result of warm spells, but
there is skating, and if the size of the
crowds which swarm out upon Beebe's
frozen surface are any indication, Ithacans
and Cornellians haven't forgotten entirely how to keep ankles from turning,
and how to prevent loss of equilibrium
while balanced upon a pair of metal
edges.
Hockey, a game at which Cornell
never takes a back seat if given ice and
opportunity, is being practiced daily, and
Coach Nick Bawlf can be heard exhorting his men every afternoon. Prior to the
cold wave which gave Cornell ice this
year, Coach Bawlf was approached by a
reporter on the possibilities of a hockey
team, and was rebuffed with this answer:
" I ' l l talk about hockey when God gives
us ice and I see the boys practicing on
i t ! " The ice has arrived, and anyone who
wants to hear Nicky "talking hockey"
need only get within earshot of the rink
on a cold afternoon.
During recent years, even when there
has been ice, there has not been sufficient
to warrant the preparation of the
toboggan slide, but this year it is once
more open, and the students are risking
life and limb at what they claim to be
more than sixty miles per hour, but which
probably doesn't exceed thirty by very
much. They are, however, having a grand
time, and are wearing out shoe leather at
a great rate.
Despite the usual lack of snow, Cornellians are becoming ski-conscious. A
club has been formed, at the instance of
M. G. Morgan, '37 who spent his youth
in Hanover, N. H., the home of Dartmouth and one of the American skiing
centers. On skis ever since childhood,
Morgan is intensely interested in making
the Cornell Ski Club an active organization. All the experienced skiers in the
University have joined the group, and are
hard at work training the younger men
who have only known skis as long slats
on which one may slide precariously
down hill.
The Club has chosen a group of'' experts" who will travel to Dartmouth
early in February to participate in the
skiing events of the annual Dartmouth

Winter Carnival. A group of skaters have
also expressed the intention of going to
the Carnival to take part in the speed
skating events as representatives of
Cornell.
Skiing at Cornell is generally handicapped by a lack of snow. From time to
time there are snow storms which cover
the ground sufficiently, but before many
days the ground usually is swept bare by
winds, or the snow melts under the influence of Ithaca's changeable weather.
The ski enthusiasts feel, however, that
they will be able to practice enough to
make a good showing at Dartmouth this
winter.
Snowshoeing, being primarily a deep
snow sport, has not many adherents in
Ithaca, despite the "Ben Welch Snowshoe Club," an organization of business
men and university members. This club
actually does practically all of its'' snowshoeing" in rocking-chairs around a
roaring fire in the club house out in the
hills behind the city.
As this story was begun, the ground in
Ithaca was bare, due to a sudden thaw,
but as it neared its close, the white
flakes had once more begun to swirl down
from the northwest, and there was promise of another good week of skiing.
Now, however, the snow has stopped
again, so obviously any predictions made
at this time as to the future of winter
sports, especially those performed on
snow, would be impossible.

DEAN KIMBALL HONORED
Dean Dexter S. Kimball of the Engineering College of the University, was
guest of honor at a dinner of the Engineering Society of the University of
Pennsylvania, held Wednesday, January
2.4, at the Barclay Hotel in Philadelphia.
Dean Kimball delivered the address of the
evening on Old Features of the New Deal.

Recognized as a world authority in the
field of production engineering his address was received with much interest by
the distinguished leaders of engineering
who were present.
H. Birchard Taylor, president of the
General Alumni Association of the University of Pennsylvania, invited to the
affair fifty of the educational and industrial leaders of Philadelphia, who
included: President Thomas S. Gates,
and Provost Josiah H. Penniman, of the
University of Pennsylvania; Dr. Howard
McClenahan, director of the Franklin
Institute; Joseph N. Pew '08, vicepresident of the Sun Oil Company;
Samuel Vauclain, chairman of the board
of the Baldwin Locomotive Works;
Robert Cassatt; Isaac Clothier; William
M. Irish '90, president of the Atlantic
Refining Company; Bernard F. Gimbel;
and Conrad N. Lauer.
Dean Kimball's address pointed out the
historic background of the New Deal,
and stressed the important features.
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Professor Pearson on Gold

D

ECLARING that the great obstacle to
rapid business recovery is the low
level of public and private construction, Dr. F. A. Pearson, professor
of prices and statistics, of the Department of Agricultural Economics, heartilyendorsed the present governmental policy
of raising the price of gold, in a speech
Friday, January 2.6, before the Illinois
Agricultural Association, at Danville,
Illinois.
Professor Pearson reviewed many
phases of the gold question, touching on
the present crisis, supply and demand for
gold, price and value of gold, both here
and abroad, the relation of debtor and
creditor, and the rebuilding of the price
structure.
The low level of construction, he said,
results from a reduced national income,
caused by collapse in commodity prices.
Decline in property values, according to
the speaker, plays havoc in enterprises
with large capital investment and slow
turnover. "If bonds of the federal, state,
and other governmental units are eliminated, most capital of the creditor class is
now invested in mortgages and bonds of
enterprises of this type."
"When creditors cannot collect,"
Dr. Pearson said, "they are very cautious
about making new long-term commitments. Restoration of commodity prices
will increase national income and enable
creditors to collect. When this occurs,
bank credit will be easy to obtain, and
long term capital will be readily available for new investment, public and
private.
"The capital of life insurance companies, endowed colleges, hospitals,
public libraries, research organizations,
welfare agencies, banks, the white-collar
class, and others, is invested in the bonds,
mortgages, and other forms of credit
which are extended to home owners and
farmers, and to industry and transportation. When Capital moves freely from
debtor to creditor, and when interest and
principal payments flow from debtor to
creditor, the nation proceeds on an even
keel."
Dr. Pearson said further, " I t is to the
advantage of the creditor class that prices
should be increased to, and kept at, a
level where the income of the debtor
class will be more than sufficient to,
first, take care of subsistence, with an
ever increasing standard of living, and,
second, to meet increasing costs of expanding public services.
"The collapse in commodity prices so
reduced the national income that it became impossible for the creditor class to
collect. Remedial legislation was drafted
to protect the creditor as well as the
debtor.

C
lian of '84, faculty member, and
recently Chief judge of the New York

UTHBERT W. POUND, former Cornel-

Court of Appeals, has announced that
" I t was commonly believed," Dr.
he will retire December 31, 1934 from the
Pearson continued, "that the creditor
bench of which he has been a member
class gains when paid in dollars that are
since 1915.
more valuable. These apparent gains are
small when compared with losses of
His career as a judge has been not only
principal that invariably accompany a
long, but marked by wise and careful
collapse in commodity prices. It is now
work. His position on New York's highcommonly believed that creditors will
est tribunal was ever a source of pride to
lose a restoration in the price structure,
Cornellians, especially those who have
and that a slight loss in purchasing power
chosen the Law for their life pursuit.
of the creditors' income is more than
Judge Pound was twenty-two years of
made up by the elimination of huge
age when he was admitted to the bar,
losses of principal from which the crediafter being educated in the public schools
tors would otherwise suffer."
of the city of Lockport, where he still
makes his home, and at Cornell. He
"Therefore," Dr. Pearson concludes,
practiced law until 1895 when he was
'' a policy to raise the price of gold to reelected to the state senate by the voters of
establish a balance in the price structure
his district.
and thereby restore incomes and profits is
Judge Pound was at Cornell only durof inestimable value to the creditor class
ing the year 1883-1884, at which time he
of this country."
was a student of History and Political
Concerning commodity prices, he said,
Science. Later, however, he returned to
one of the most spectacular advances in
Ithaca as a member of the faculty of the
history occurred from April to October
1933. He pointed out that in only one six Cornell Law School until 1904.
In 1900 he was appointed president of
month's period, during the World war,
the State Civil Service Commission by
did prices of basic commodities show a
the Governor. From 1905 to 1906 he was
larger percentage advance.
counsel to Governor Higgins of New
Dr. Pearson credited the American
York, the first person named to that
crisis to the collapse in commodity prices.
position. It was in 1906 that he was first
'' Never before in the peace-time annals of
appointed to the bench, at which time he
American history," he said, "has this
became a Justice of the Supreme Court of
country experienced a 54 per cent decline
New York, succeeding Justice H. W.
in prices of basic commodities in 41
Childs. Following his short term, he was
months." He said it could be explained in
elected to the same position on a fusion
one of four ways: a decrease in demand for
ticket, for the full term of fourteen years.
goods, an advance in the supply, or a
change in the supply of gold or in the
His appointment to the Court of Apdemand for gold.
peals bench came in 1915 when Governor
Whitman named him to replace Nathan
The speaker discarded the idea of deL. Miller, who resigned. In the following
creased demand and increased supply of
elections of 1916 he was elected by the
goods as the major causes of the price
voters of the state to succeed the late
decline. He said decreased demand arose
W. E. Werner, for the full term.
from lower incomes which, in turn, resulted in under-consumption of some
When Chief Judge Cardozo was named
goods. "The United States and the world
to the Bench of the Supreme Court of the
suffer from malnutrition due to underUnited States, Judge Pound was apconsumption of goods," he said.
pointed Chief Judge by President Roosevelt, then Governor of New York. He
"Neither was the collapse due to a
was at the time the senior Judge of the
great shortage of monetary gold," he
Court of Appeals.
added. "From 1914 to 1918 commodity
Samuel J. T. Coe, writing for the
prices were much higher than the ratio
Gannett newspapers said: "Lawyers do
of gold stocks to production of other
not advertise, and Judge Pound doesn't
commodities demanded. During this
need any advertising."
period the world monetary stock of gold
increased 38 per cent; world volume of
Outstanding among Judge Pound's inproduction also increased 38 per cent. If
numerable decisions are perhaps those
the 75-year pre-war relationship had
upholding the emergency rent laws and
continued, pre-war prices would have
the tenement laws, and the power of the
been expected.
New York State Legislature to legislate
for New York City, thereby retaining
Why were prices so high from 1914 to
the supremacy of the state of a muni192.9?" he asked, and answered that the
ciaplity.
reason, apparently, was due to the low
He is regarded as one of the most noted
demand for gold. "When the World War
of the judges who have graced the bench
broke out, most of the European counof the New York Court of Appeals, from
tries abandoned the gold standard. Gold
which many men have been drafted to
was no longer in demand, and it drifted
fill positions on the Nation's highest
to the United States and other neutral
countries. This reduced [Continued on page 186tribunal.
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Report of the Law Commission
Continued from page 177] SOΓy accident in

ance, and liability without regard to
fault. Under the auspices of the Commission a careful study of this subject was
made and is presented with the Commission's Report. The Commission has
not taken a position in favor of the proposals stated, though it finds accident
litigation one of the major elements in
calendar congestion. The Commission believes that the courts and bar can, i£
they will, handle these cases expeditiously and with satisfactory results, and
many of the procedural recommendations
already referred to should bring substantial improvement in this field. Such demand as exists for the automobile compensation plan arises, in the judgment
of the Commission, more from the defects
and abuses of the present system than
from the merits of that proposal. This
demand is a distinct threat to the bar.
The responsibility of the bar is direct,
and it should show a willingness to take
steps to reform our procedure, to speed
up our calendars, and to make justice
promptly available to injured persons at
less cost if they do not want these demands to ripen into legislation.
Under the auspices of the Commission,
Professor John MacDonald '2.5 of the
Law Faculty and Professor Robert E.
Cushman of the Department of Government at Cornell have made three studies
of the New York Law of Crimes, which
indicate the great need of a revision of
that Law, with a new classification, a
radical simplification, and a thorough
study of the whole question of penalties.
The Commission recommends that this
work be carried to completion.
Every one is convinced that perjury is
widespread and one of the major evils in
our administration of law. Self-interest
and protection of others from legal
penalties induce perjury. People dare to
give perjured evidence because per jurors
are seldom brought to the bar of justice,
and more seldom punished. The Commission recommends that the oath be
administered with greater solemnity, and
that witnesses be notified that false
testimony will lay them open to punishment. It is also recommended that the
definition of perjury be simplified so as to
make one guilty who wilfully and knowingly testifies falsely, and that perjury
be divided into two degrees: first degree
perjury being giving of false testimony in
a felony trial, while other perjury be
classified as second degree. It is also
recommended that a witness may be
summarily imprisoned for contempt when
it appears on its face that his testimony is
not a bona fide effort to answer the questions asked. It is believed that these and
other suggestions, more fully discussed in
the Report, would, if adopted, do much
to rationalize our treatment of the offence
and would substantially aid in checking
the evil of false swearing.
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A complete revision of the Code of
Criminal Procedure is being prepared by
the Commission and should be ready for
submission to the Legislature this spring.
The Commission's work during the
two years of its existence has made
clear the need for continual and systematic law revision. The Commission,
therefore, proposes the creation of a
Permanent Law Revision Commission.
This is a modification of a proposal made
ten years ago by Justice Cardozo, when
he was a member of the New York Court
of Appeals. Under modern conditions the
Legislature is the principal source of
Jaw and the chief hope of law reform.
It is impossible, however, for individual
legislatures to devote sufficient time to
the study of law revision. They are able
to give to such revision only intermittent
attention; and when they do act, are
often forced to depend upon studies prepared by outside agencies and brought to
them. Many proposals urged upon the
Legislature lack the quality of disinterestedness. The burden upon legislators
prevents detailed and careful consideration of the whole body of law in connection with specific proposals of revision. Therefore, the need of some permanent committee or commission, which
may be used by the Legislature, and
which functions as an aid to the Legislature for the purpose of investigating
suggestions of law revision, and of making disinterested recommendations as to
revisions, has been recognized. The
Commission on the Administration of
Justice earnestly recommends the creation
of such a Law Revision Commission to
supplement the work of the judicial
council, which will operate principally
in the field of judicial administration.

DEDICATE
H o m e Economics Building
ARM AND HOME WEEK this year will
include the dedication of Martha Van
Rensselaer Hall, the new home of the
New York State College of Home Economics, which was occupied this fall for
the first time.
Named in honor of the late Martha
Van Rensselaer, for many years co-director with Miss Flora Rose, the present
director of the College, the building is
one of the largest and most completely
equipped of its kind.
Built in the shape of a shallow U, it
is situated at the north of the agriculture
quadrangle, between and behind Caldwell Hall and the Entomology building,
the former home of the Home Economics
school. A large sunken court at the entrance permits an excellent view of the
building as a whole, and also allows
plenty of light for the rooms in the front,
which faces east.
The building is the largest on the Cornell campus with the exception of the
Drill Hall, and contains 560 rooms. Of

F

these, five are lecture rooms—one of them
an amphitheatre like that of a medical
college, but with stoves replacing the
operating tables. In addition to these
there are three conference and seminar
rooms, and a large auditorium with a
seating capacity of 600. The amphitheatre has seats for 2.00.
There are twenty-eight laboratories of
various kinds. The household arts section
has seven laboratories, including a large
work room. Foods and Nutrition which
includes the chemistry of foods, has six;
Textiles and Clothing has five, one of
which is a costume shop; Family Life,
which includes the already famous
Cornell Nursery School, has two psychology
laboratories, and three practice apartments, one of which is not yet in use.
There are fifteen work rooms and
reading rooms, and four lounges for
students. Offices, including stenographers' rooms, total seventy, and the
remainder of the rooms include the
lobbies, supply rooms, preparations
rooms, and closets.
In the lower part of the west wing is
the Home Economics Cafeteria. This
serves not only as a laboratory for the
foods' courses, but also is one of the
popular eating places on the campus.
The building boasts a large library, in
which books dealing with all subjects
pertinent to Home Economics can be
found. Even books of etiquette are found
on the shelves there, for the teaching of
the proper way of serving food is one of
the most important parts of the school's
curriculum.
The building was designed by William
E. Haugaard, Commissioner of Architecture for the State of New York, with
the suggestions of the members of the
Staff of the college. The building is of
buff brick, with a suggestion of Georgian
architecture.
The interior was so planned that the
various allied departments are grouped
together, to provide for better collaboration.
Food laboratories are of two types:
the unit kitchens, where students work
singly or in pairs, thus attaining the
conditions of a private home; and the
larger laboratory type of kitchen where
large groups can work under the direct
supervision of the instructor with laboratory conditions.
The equipment with which the students work is of all types. Gas, electric,
and oil stoves give the girls opportunity
to learn to cook under any conditions.
In the household arts department, a
large laboratory with movable partitions
is a feature. This flexibility enables the
girls to learn to furnish and design the
interiors of homes of any size or shape.
In the costume department, one of the
larger laboratories is equipped with a
small stage, on which the students can
display costumes, and have their own
Style show.
[Continued on page 185
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DRAMATIC CLUB
In Mid-Season
Beginning its twenty-fifth season—its
ninth in Willard Straight Theatre—with
a series of comparatively "popular"
pieces, the Cornell Dramatic Club has
brought to the University public since
last September five major productions.
Aside from its share in the recent Gilbert
and Sullivan revival of The Mikado and
its preparations for Junior Week, the
Club has presented during the first
semester full-length plays by Ferenc
Molnar, Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur, Noel Coward, Elmer Rice, and
Rose Franken.
With the assistance of several members
from the Laboratory Theatre group, the
Club opened its season with a mature and
sophisticated performance of Molnar's
mature and sophisticated comedy, The
Play's The Thing. Charming and ingenious,
the play clearly illustrated why Sidney
Howard has written of Molnar: " T h e
most continental of living dramatists, he
is also the most universal. He can write
about an amusement park in Budapest,
about backstage life of Viennese actors,
about the glamour of remote Austrian
royalty, and attain an appeal which
overcomes translation into any language. . . . "
The Molnar piece was followed in
October by Hecht and MacArthur's
classic'' of its kind, The Front Page. Fastmoving, vigorous, and something more
more than humorous, it played to
crowded houses; and although it has
been widely imitated since it was first
produced by Jed Harris, local audiences
found it exciting entertainment. It is
interesting to note that the Amherst
Masquers presented the play—together

1
with Eugene O'Neill's The Emperor Jones
EDITORS CONFERENCE
and Elmer Rice's The Adding Machine—
Miss Flora Rose, director of the College
last summer in Vienna as one of three
of Home Economics, is planning a new
modern'' representative American plays.''
feature for the annual Farm and Home
Noel Coward's amusing Hay Fever was
Week this year. Twelve hundred editors,
the Club's next offering. Although it is
news writers, and writers for women are
one of his older pieces, Hay Fever is in
being invited to attend a discussion of the
some ways the most delightful, and Mr.
treatment of news interesting to women.
Coward has himself recently directed a
Leaders of the discussion will include:
revival in a London theatre. The play
Mrs. William Brown Meloney, editor of
presents with the author's usual facility
the New York Herald-Tribune Sunday Magaa set of unique characters in a unique
zine; Gertrude Lane, editor of the
situation. One of his first successes, it has
Woman's Home Companion; and Alice
since been followed by Bitter Sweet, Private
Blinn '17, of the Delineator.
Lives, Design for Living, and Cavalcade.
The leading guests at the conference
The Club's cast appeared to advantage
will be Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt,
in a light and smooth performance.
former editor of Babies, Just Babies. FolAfter a recital by Ted Shawn and his lowing the conference, a tea will be held
Ensemble of Men Dancers, sponsored by
at which the editors will be invited to
the Dramatic Club, the Hay Fever producmeet Mrs. Roosevelt.
tion was followed by Elmer Rice's See
The discussions will take place on
Naples and Die. Accurately described as a
Thursday afternoon, February 15, in the
"comic opera without music," See
auditorium of the new Home Economics
Naples proved as diverting as it was unBuilding, Martha Van Rensselaer Hall.
usual. An extravaganza in the grand
manner—said to have been written while
MISSING STUDENT FOUND
the author was vacationing at Sorrento,
Jack V. Baker '35, Cornell student who
the scene of the play's action—it was
has been "Missing" since January 10, has
notably different from his other work, as
turned up safe and sound, according to
exemplified in Street Scene, The Adding
information given out by G. Vaughn
Machine, and We, The People. A large and
Baker, of Newfield, N. J., father of the
versatile cast, playing in the most strikmissing boy.
ing and colorful set of the season, seemed
Mr. Baker stated that he received a
to enjoy itself immensely.
For several weeks following the per- letter from his son in which he notified
his parents that he was in Chicago and
formances of See Naples, the Club's
would return home shortly. He also said
activity was confined chiefly to Bailey
that he had sent his son money at his
Hall, where, together with other campus
request. Jack's letter revealed that he has
organizations, it assisted in a production
been hitch-hiking, and had been in good
of Gilbert and Sullivan's The Mikado. Six
health.
of the cast's ten principals and several
First definite word of the youth's
members of the chorus were Dramatic
whereabouts came with a letter to his
Club workers, and the staging, propercousin mailed from Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
ties, lighting, make-up, and costuming
eleven days after it has been posted. His
disappearance cannot be explained by his
were handled entirely by Club representaparents, except that he had written them
tives. Using a variant of a comparatively
telling them of a desire to get away for a
old scheme of production, the Club next
little while. No reason for that was
presented two casts, trained under separgiven. His work at Cornell was found to
ate direction, in Rose Franken's appealing
be good.
comedy-drama, Another Language. A peneThe boy's uncle is a brother-in-law of
trating study of American family life, the
Foster M. Coffin '12.. News reports have
play is at the same time brilliant and
erroneously stated Mr. Coffin to be his
refreshing entertainment; and although
uncle.
both casts were composed of people
•
without previous experience in the Club,
MARTHA GOODHART '31 B.S. is teaching
home economics in Amityville, L. I.,
the productions aroused considerable
and lives at 16 Barberry Court. She writes
interest. Both groups appeared for two
that Harriet Gibson '31 is working in
performances.
Schrafts in Newark and living at 11
The annual Junior Week presentation,
Ampere Plaza, East Orange, N. J.,
scheduled this year for February 9 and
Margaret Emerick '31 is at her home in
10, will climax a busy semester. On these
Saugerties, and Mildred Coats is regdates the Club will present a special proistered
in the Library Course at Columbia
duction of W. Somerset Maugham's The
living at i u - i i 6 t h St.
Circle, with an experienced cast including
•
Betty Paine '34, Henry Hillman '34,

Charles Carey '34, and Barrett Gallagher
'35. Plans for the entire second semester
are not yet formulated, but preparations
are already under way for a Twenty-fifth
Anniversary program, probably in March.

ACCORDING TO CUSTOM,

the A L U M N I

NEWS omitted publication for one week
during the University examination period. Publication will be weekly until
Easter vacation.
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The Week on the Campus
Knee Deep in Examinations
/• i 1HE Music DEPARTMENT has been doI ing a remarkably efficient job in the
J - management of these University
concerts, but its luck in the matter of the
Lily Pons engagement has been so bad as
to become grotesque. First Lily couldn't
come on the December date agreed upon
and her concert had to be postponed
until January. When January arrived she
could not come a lot more and in her
place Laurence Tibbett was booked for
the z.i.nά. On the evening of the 2.1st the
harrassed Professor Weaver received
word that Mr. Tibbett had a bad cold
and in spite of four brutal assaults from
his osteopath was all stuffed up and voiceless. The Tibbett concert is now announced for Washington's Birthday
while the Music Department carries on
with crossed fingers.
•

A GROUP of twelve selected Turkish
students are expected to arrive in Ithaca
shortly. They are being educated by their
government for the Turkish civil service.
For the remainder of the present academic
year and for the summer session they will
attend Cascadilla School to supply any
omissions that may exist in their preparation and to brush up in their English.
Next fall the group will separate—some
to matriculate at Cornell and others to
attend other American universities. These
are the first Turkish government students
to come to the United States as a group.
Previously such students have been sent
to European universities.

THERE HAVE BEEN an abnormal number

of accidents in the brief period the toboggan slide has been in operation after two
warm winters of disuse. The toboggan
and the conditions of tobogganing have
not changed but the students have. In
the old days every fifth undergraduate
was an expert steersman and the freshmen absorbed knowledge of the art from
their elders. After two years of inactivity
the masters have graduated and gone,
leaving few good steersmen to carry on.
The courageous youngsters do not yet
realize that a half ton of toboggan
travelling at the rate of sixty miles an
hour is a menace in the hands of the inexperienced and inept.
FARMERS' WEEK, you know, now comes

directly after Junior Week—Ceres close
on the heels of Venus and stepping sometimes on the latter's reluctant feet. Ceres
attracts much the larger crowd of followers. It is a demonstrable, scientific
fact that one or both events—you can't fix
the responsibility on either—always

starts in Ithaca a local epidemic of mumps
chicken pox, pink eye or measles. The
Medical Department says so. Foremost
among the guest speakers at this years
Farmers' Week are Mrs. Roosevelt—
who comes every year—and Governor
Lehman.
•
PROFESSOR GILBERT ROSS gave a violin

recital to a large audience in Bailey Hall
on Thursday night. Professor Ross is
good. Every time he plays the community turns out.
AT THE ANNUAL winter convention of
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers held in New York last week Cornell was represented by Professors P. M.
Lincoln, W. C. Ballard, Jr., Vladimir
Karapetoff and True Wilson.
•
MRS. RALPH S. TARR, who still resides

at Ithaca, recently received a letter penciled on a leaf from his notebook in 1896
by her late husband and left in a cairn
at the face of the Cornell glacier 400
miles north of the Artie circle in Greenland. The position of the note in relation
to the ice indicates that the face of the
glacier, which Professor Tarr was the
first to explore and scientifically describe,
has receded three-fifths of a mile in the
thirty-seven intervening years.
•

PROFESSOR TARR died in 1912.. The in-

cident of the Artίc note will recall to the
thousands of students who were fond of
him, how he was always popping up
from Greenland or Northern Alaska with
a new glacier in one hand or an unknown
volcano in the other. The note was found
by an expedition from the University of
Michigan who, after photographing it
for their own purposes, sent it on to Mrs.
Tarr.
•

HARRY STUTZ '08, editor and publisher

of the Ithaca Journal, has gone to Bermuda in company with Neil Becker Όβ,
Winthrop Taylor '07 and Dr. Thomas
Laurie '07.
•
WHEN THE LATE L. C. Bement took over
the haberdashery of Henry Angel soon
after the turn of the century, his name, in
enduring letters of brass, was repeated
three times in the stones of State Street
before the shop. The scuffling feet of
passers by and those of returning alumni
who sought the feet of Gamaliel, kept the
brass letters polished bright through all
the decades that Louis was in business
and long after he had turned over the
torch to the firm of Brown and Brown.
The recent shuffling around of Ithaca's

mercantile establishments has brought
Wells Brothers—sons of the late Aaron
J. (Pinochle) Wells—to the old Bement
stand while Brown and Brown have
moved up the street a few doors. As a
result the name of L. C. Bement has been
removed after thirty odd years, from the
State Street sidewalk. But returning alumni making pilgrimage as to a shrine can
still find ίn the stones the cement patches
where the name once was.
DURING THE CHRISTMAS recess some un-

identified Cornell undergraduate left a
Loewe pipe to be repaired with Messrs.
Joseph B. Black of the Empire State
Building in New York. Some days later
the young man's sister called for the
pipe and was given not only it but another one besides. And now Messrs.
Black are publishing heartrending appeals in the Sun asking the student in
question to return the other pipe. They
haven't his name or address. They only
know he is a Cornell student—altho
they don't say how they know it. The
campus agrees the extra pipe should be
sent back.
RED, THE BARTENDER, associated in the

graduate mind chiefly with the Dutch
Kitchen, went into the gentlemen's
clothing business with the passage of the
Eighteenth amendment and—unlike most
of his colleagues—stayed there. He's
still there. But competent bartenders
such as Red are hard to get just now and
are greatly needed. Naturally Red has
been much sought after. He continues in
the clothing business, nevertheless, but
every Thursday, Friday, Saturday and
Sunday evenings when the store has
closed he steps up to the Dutch, slips on
the white jacket and the red carnation
and helps out his old friends, the Causers.
•

THE NEW BAR at the Ithaca Hotel is a
very nice one tho small. It's in the rear
of the building and rather hard to find.
Behind it Red looks just about the way
he did Z5 years ago. Ten pounds lighter
perhaps and not quite so flaming—more
of a reddish brown.
THE DUTCH KITCHEN itself is going

strong. On Saturday night—it's almost
impossible to get in at all. The tables are
crowded close together and there is a
space cleared for dancing about the size
of a large parlor rug. It's all right for coeds to go there and dance and they do.
The place is well-behaved and there is
a good orchestra. Kent, the head waiter,
says the patrons order beer and mixed
drinks just about 50-50.
R. B.
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old legends and stones, of course, can
easily be brought into the written language, but this would only furnish a
basis for an island literature.
Work in Caroline Islands Shows New Methods Among Foreign Countries
The American Board of Commissioners
for Foreign Missions, of the CongreAMONG THE MISSIONARIES attending
missionaries work in the Gilbert group.
gational and Christian Churches, of
r\ the fifth annual training school on
The entire archipelago was purchased
which Mr. Lockwood is a representative,
-*• *** the Agricultural campus, nearly
many years ago by Germany from Spain.
does not attempt in any great degree to
all come from better known districts and
Germany immediately took over the
change the living standards of the
countries, such as China, Japan, Africa,
work of educating the natives. When
natives. In a country where the climate is
Burma, India, and Turkey—but one,
Japan took the islands as a palatinate at
George C. Lockwood, has spent most of
the close of the War, the German mis- so nearly ideal, and living is so easy to
obtain, this would in all probability dehis days as a missionary in the little
sionaries went back to Germany. Now
feat the purpose of the missions, they feel.
known Caroline Islands, formerly held
they are once more present, and are workAt no time in the history of the islands
by Germany as one of Kaiser Wilhelm's
ing with missionaries from other lands.
did anything in the nature of cannibalism
colonies, but now a palatinate of Japan.
Japan not being a Christian country, it
These islands, Mr. Lockwood says, are was difficult for her to continue the mis- exist. The nearest approach to this was
when a native, in the excitement of
sionary work when she took over the
located in the North Pacific Ocean, rangbattle, might tear his opponent limb
islands. However, she agreed with the
ing from five to ten degrees above the
from limb and drink his blood. Chiefs
Equator and lying between one and two other countries to further the work alalso used this mild method as a means of
ready done, and for this purpose orthousand miles east of the Philippines.
punishment for the crime of stealing from
ganized the Japanese Christians into a
The archipelago is thought at one time to
the chief.
society which the government then subhave been connected with the mainland,
The natives on the whole, however, are
sidized, so that actually, the Japanese
and anthropologists believe that the
a peace-loving race, and are content to
government is carrying on Christian
original inhabitants of the group were
live and let live, without the more
missionary work. American missions
direct descendants of the same tribes that
flagrant forms of warfare. The customs
were given the area surrounding Kusaie.
migrated to Scandinavia, which makes
that the missionaries are changing, are
the present inhabitants partly Caucasians.
Mr. Lockwood is attending the trainthose which necessarily must be changed,
The people are today a mixture of this
ing school at Cornell for the purpose of
when a group of lonely dwellers are
old race, to which has been added
acquainting himself with agricultural
brought together in a settlement for the
Polynesian and Melanesian and Japanese
methods, as well as the educational,
first time. For instance, the natives, Mr.
strains. They are brown people, with fine,
sanitary and sociological methods of
Lockwood states, usually do their bathclear-cut features, and a fine physique.
rural districts, in order that he can make
ing behind a banana bush, in the open,
his mission school, as far as possible, selfFirst attempts to civilize these natives
and took it hard when forced to use bathwere made about seventy-five years ago, supporting.
houses in the school settlements. Gradunder the protection of the German
The individual income of the islanders
Crown. Progress at that time was slow,
averages only about $10 a year, and on ually this custom is being extended, howlargely because of the fact that there
such a small amount, the people are not ever, into their own very small villages,
for when he travels, Mr. Lockwood has a
existed then no written language in the able to support their children in schools.
bathing house built, and after his deislands. At that time too, the various
Since this is so, it is necessary for the
parture the natives find that it is not so
tribes were always at war with one an- pupils to support themselves, although
confining to bathe indoors, and thus
other, and when a party of natives had
their families do all they can to help.
accept with some glee this new habit.
the misfortune to be blown ashore on a By running the schools, with student
Their main objection to using bathstrange island, they were sure of being
help, on a self-supporting plan, this
houses in the school settlement is that
killed. These early barbaric customs,
obstacle is removed.
they are obliged to do so, and feel this
which today have practically disappeared,
Another prime factor which is working
made things extremely difficult for the
against the progress of education in the restraint, Mr. Lockwood says, as a wild
animal feels when forced into a cage.
early missionaries, who had all the dis- islands, is the fact that it is at present imThe only way in which the mistrust and enmity to overcome.
practicable for schools to be operated
sionaries are changing agricultural living
locally. Central schools have been estabThe language spoken on the islands,
lished, but the natives naturally do not in the islands, is by a program of crop
Mr. Lockwood said, probably has more
improvement. Housing is quite good
like to send their children away from
words of Sanskirt in it than any other
enough as it exists today, for the climate
home at the age of seven to remain away
living language. It is largely a vowel
is mild, verging slightly on the hot side,
for five years.
language, like other tongues of the
and at no time are strongly built houses
Pacific. The official language of the isGovernment schools have compulsory
such as we use, necessary.
lands is now Japanese, whereas preattendance, but as time goes on, the
Fish, coconuts, and breadfruit constiviously it was German. The result is
natives have begun to see the value in
tute the main foods of the archipelago,
that almost any language can be used in education, and are objecting less each
with the pandanus, or screw pine, giving
the group. Mr. Lockwood said that on
year. Since these schools, however, do
a change of diet. This latter tree receives
his first trip there he was accompanied
not give the natives enough education for
its English name from the fact that the
by a German missionary, and they used
them to raise their cultural standards, it
English, Japanese, and German to talk
is the hope of Mr. Lockwood and his natives place a stick of it between the
teeth and screw it around as they chew it
with the natives. Since then, of course,
colleagues to found a high school and
to extract the juice. It is also ground and
he has learned some of the native dialects,
junior college, in order to fill this need.
dried, and in this form is a food used
and can get along easily with them,
Since the language has been reduced to
largely in travelling.
either in their own speech, or in the
writing, there have been a large number
official Japanese.
Since it is so easy to live on the country
of books published in it, but these books
without much work, agriculture has not
are, with the exception of the Bible, mere
Mr. Lockwood is stationed near
progressed far in the islands. It is imKusaie, in the central part of the Mar- textbooks. It is hoped that the founding
possible for the natives to reach above
of the high school and junior college
shall islands, one of the many groups of
their economic plane, because there is
will pave the way to the creation of a
the Carolines. These groups are divided
real literature in and of the islands. The little supply or demand for anything but
by dialectic differences. The English
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food and shelter, and these are very easily
obtained. With the advent of the government schools, and the written language,
things like books and such luxuries are
coming into demand. Until these are
made more accessible, however, few of
the natives buy or own them, since it is
practically impossible on an income of
$io a year to go in for many luxuries.
The group which Mr. Lockwood represents, hopes to invite the Japanese and
the German missionaries, and others, to
co-operate with them on the project of
erecting the proposed high school and
junior college. Naturally this school will
hardly be comparable to similar institutions in this and other more civilized
countries. With the government schools
giving only a five year course, these
schools will of necessity be mere extensions, and at their best will hardly go
farther than one of our junior high
schools. However, it is undoubtedly a
great improvement in education over what
has previously existed, and over what
exists now, and it is gratifying to know
that Cornell, through Mr. Lockwood,
is having a hand in this development.
Not only is he carrying the influence of
Cornell to a far off land, but so also are
the other missionaries who are attending
the course, and who will extend the influence of the University to Burma,India,
Africa, the Philippines, and Turkey. The
outlook in the missionary schools today,
Mr. Lockwood said, is less narrow than
previously. In former years, missionaries
were expected to teach the natives that
their particular branch of religion was
the "true religion," and all others were
bad, including of course the old native
religions and taboos. Now the aim of
missionaries for the most part is to further
education, and make religion only a part
of that. Missionaries themselves must
have a broader outlook than before, and
for that reason many of them are attending schools like the one at Cornell.
Sociology is a major part of the course
here, because of this change. Formerly
nearly all the social life of a land such as
the Caroline Islands centered around the
missionary churches, just as formerly in
rural districts, the social life centered
around the church there. Now, however,
the natives are beginning to gather
themselves into groups for purely social
reasons. Their singing for instance, Mr.
Lockwood pointed out, in invariably
group singing. As to its quality, he said
the natives of the Caroline not only have
some of the qualities of the Hawaiian in
their music, but also many similarities to
the music of the southern Negro. It is,
however, entirely a different type of
music, which he could not sufficiently
describe. It must be heard, he said, to be
appreciated.
Incidentlp, Mr. Lockwood is a direct
descendant of Henry Saylor, the first
settler of Mecklenburg, Schuyler County,
N.Y., not far from Ithaca.
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Professor Pearson on G o l d
Continued from page 180]

demand for gold

made it cheap and, as a result, commodity prices in terms of gold rose in the
few countries that remained on the gold
standard. It was the gold and not the
commodities that changed. After the
War was over, the return of one country
after another to the gold standard increased the demand for gold so that its
value rose, and commodity prices fell.
The world is now conducting a gigantic experiment in varying the price of
gold to overcome the devastating effects
of the rising value of gold and declining
commodity prices. 34 countries including
the U. S. have abandoned the attempt to
maintain fixed legal prices for gold and
are raising their buying price for the
metal. When this experiment is over,
some of these nations may have money
units variable in weight but stable in
value. Even though this world-wide
experiment takes place during the most
severe economic depression in history,
no country has run the printing press and
depreciated the currency until it became
worthless. No nation has had wild inflation when it had a high metallic reserve. The solution to the world situation
lies in reduction of the price level or increases in the price of gold. The world has
found it expedient to follow the latter
course."
A scientific money, Dr. Pearson explained, is one with a constant buying
power for all commodities rather than a
fixed weight of one commodity. Our
whole tax and credit structure rests on
commodity prices. If this structure is to be
kept sound, for the creditor and debtor,
commodity prices must be kept stable
and not the weight of gold for which a
dollar will exchange. He declared that by
changing the price of gold, this or any
nation can establish and maintain any
price level it wishes independent of other
countries, and by that same act establish
its internal business conditions, which,
in turn, affects securities.
During the last ten months of 1933, n e
stated, the price of gold in the U. S. rose
56 per cent; in the United Kingdom 5 per
cent. At the same time, prices of commodities rose 5 6 per cent in America and
15 per cent in the United Kingdom. This
comparison was based on 15 identical
commodities.
" I n the general advance in farm prices
that accompanied the rising price of
gold," Dr. Pearson said, "most products
advanced but not at a uniform rate." He
said this happened because the gold price
is only one of the four major factors affecting the price of a commodity. The
price of a commodity in large demand and
short supply advances much more rapidly
than the price of gold, and conversely, he
said, the price of a commodity in low
demand and large supply will not advance so rapidly as the price of gold.

Dedicate Home Economics Building
Continued from page 181]

In t h e

nursery

school, which is located in an annex
wing at the back of the building, there
are two complete schools, which provide for the needs of every minute of the
child's day. A large play-room, attractively furnished, gives the homelike atmosphere for the out-of-school hours,
while the other gives the school-hour
atmosphere. A unique part of the construction is a series of hidden corridors,
from which students and observers can
watch the children at work and at play,
and not be seen themselves, a much better
opportunity to observe the uninfluenced
and unrestricted actions of the children.
There is also an isolation room for
children suspected of colds, so that the
others need not come into contact with
them, and a second smaller isolation
room for special cases. In the same wing
are the practice apartments, in which the
girls of the college learn to keep house,
and care for children. Here it is that little
"Tommy Domecon" lives with his many
foster mothers. These apartments are
furnished with all modern equipment,
and are alike in all respects, with the exception that one is furnished for cooking
with gas, and the other with electricity.
An attractive playground for the children of the nursery school is provided at
the rear of the building, which is inconspicuously fenced, and which includes
wide grass plots.
The entire building has been constructed along the lines developed by the
College during years of past experience.
It was attempted to make the equipment
as flexible as possible in order to be ready
for any future changes in home economics
methods.
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, for many
years a friend of Miss Van Rensselaer,
will take part in the dedication exercises. Others will be: President Livingston Farrand, Provost A. R. Mann '04,
Dean Carl Ladd Ί i , of the College of
Agriculture, and Miss Flora Rose, the
present director of the School.
Interestingly, this year there is not one
man registered in the college of Home
Economics. The Hotel Administration
School, however, is housed in the west
wing of the building. Male visitors, when
they feel overwhelmed, can resort to the
companionship of the hotel students.
Students in the Home Economics college number 451, of whom all but thirtyeight are from New York State. The
others come from eight states, Washington, D. C , Honolulu, Chile, and India.
The teaching and administrative staff
totals eighty-four.
As WE GO TO PRESS, word has been received of the sudden death of Professor
J. William Hebel Ί 3 A.M., xo Ph.D.
of a heart attack suffered while skating.
A full obituary will be published next
week.
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FARM AND
Home Week
Willard Straight Hall and Roberts
Hall will once more be the centers of
activities during the annual Farm and
Home Week of the New York State College of Agriculture February ix to 17.
The high point of the week's program
will be the annual Master Farmers'
banquet, at which the Master Farmer
awards will be presented to outstanding
farmers of the State by Governor Lehman.
Master Farmers are chosen every year,
by the farmers of the State, and by a
special committee, of which the Governor
is a member. These men are chosen for
their conduct from day to day, their
participation in community affairs, and
their ability to make a good home for
their families. Each year at the banquet,
the point is stressed in the presentation of
the awards, that not only is it an award
to the farmer himself, but also to his
wife and children.
This banquet will take place as usual in
the Memorial Hall of Willard Straight,
and will be attended not only by the
Governor, but by other notables.
The list of men chosen Master Farmers
this year includes: Harold Simonson, of
Glen Head; Walter Emerich, of Watervliet; Ambrose Scudder, of Painted Post;
George Torrey, of East Bethany; Milton
Lee, of Dexter; James H. Stone, of Marcellus; E. Reynolds Farley, of Goshen,
and M. N. Wadsworth, of Oswego.
Juvenile Awards, of a similar nature,
are made to members of 4-H Clubs, the
Boy Scouts, and high school students in
agriculture.
An imposing list of speakers is scheduled for Farm and Home Week this year,
among whom is Mrs. Franklin D.
Roosevelt. Also scheduled are Professors
George F. Warren '03, and William I.
Myers '14, at present prominent in
governmental affairs in Washington.
Professor Warren, incidentally, will
speak on more than just dollars. His
present work in that field in Washington
has, perhaps, overshadowed the fact that
he is a teacher of Farm Management, as
well as an expert in economics. His talks
during the week will cover farm prices,
organization methods, and suggestions to
young farmers.
One of the outstanding events of the
week will be the dedication of Martha
Van Rensselaer Hall, the new home of the
College of Home Economics. (Despite the
new edifice, the Home Economics college
is still referred to on the campus as
Domecon.—Ed.)
In charge of arrangements for the week
is Professor R. H. Wheeler, of the University Extension Service. Complete programs have been arranged for the dairyman, the poultryman, vegetable and fruit
growers, livestock producers, small gardeners, and general farmers.
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school. The exhibits which are included
The Home Makers' Program will inin Farm and Home Week, give them a
clude talks and exhibits on food, clothgood idea of what is being done* in rural
ing, and family finance. Child guidance
sociological and educational fields, and
will be treated by means of motion picenables them to see how the work in these
tures, presented by Dr. Kurt Lewin, child
fields can best be adapted to the needs of
psychologist formerly at the University
the particular country in which they
of Berlin, Germany. Dr. Lewin has been
work.
working at Cornell during the past year,
Charles H. Taylor, professor of exat the Cornell Nursery School. The pictension, is in charge of the school.
tures will present the " w h y s " of child
psychology.
Not least among the many events
BABY DOMECON
scheduled are the entertainment features
The twenty-fourth practice baby of the
of the week. Every evening will be oc- New York State College of Home
cupied by some musical or dramatic
Economics has caused a furor in the halls
presentation. An organ recital, two band
of the new edifice on the slope of the
concerts, and an orchestra concert are
Agricultural campus. Although he is
scheduled, as well as daily singing in
only about a month old, and began his
Bailey Hall. A State dramatic festival;
college teaching (he's an instructor in
finals in the annual Eastman Stage, stuhousehold management) at the age of
dent speaking contest; and a program of
twenty days, he has brought to a head a
plays by students fill the remaining evenquestion which has been lying dormant,
ings.
but always present, since the College
A professor once said, in speaking of
moved into its new quarters in Martha
Farm and Home Week, " I t ' s surprising
Van Rennselaer Hall.
how many Cornellians there are on the
In the past the babies of Home Ecofarms of New York State. Often, after
nomics
have been known over the entire
speaking to the farmers of the State, I
campus as the "Domecon babies." True,
have been approached by one or two who
their actual names were not Domecon,
say they are Cornellians. When I ask
but
were Georgie Lodge, or Susie Mitthem what class they were, they usually
chell,
depending on which of the practice
reply, 'Why I was at Farmers' Week in
houses
was the baby's residence.
1919.' That apparently makes them
Since
the College has moved into its
eligible for inclusion among the ranks of
new building, the baby lives under the
Cornell's many alumni."
same roof with the rest of the College, in
There are, in addition to the Farmers'
one of the modern apartments which the
Week Cornellians, many Cornell graduates
building contains for practice houseon farms, not only in New York but in
keeping. The question now arises: Is the
other states. Many of these are expected
name Domecon a suitable appellation for
back again, for the yearly short course.
a College in such a nice new building,
Last year more than 5,000 were present
especially
since the building is no longer
in Ithaca for Farm and Home Week. Atknown as the Home Economics Buildtendance this year is expected to pass the
ing? And, therefore, should the baby's
6,000 mark, providing the weather,
name be Tommy Domecon, or Tommy
which is an important factor, is favorHomec, or should he be just Master
able.
Tommy?
1
At any rate, the baby's arrival in the
MISSIONARIES SHORT COURSE
college has made the question one of
Seventeen foreign missionaries, home
"policy," and a very important question
on furlough from their posts in far off
it is! But, just between us alumni, the
lands, are attending the annual MisCollege of Home Economics will always
sionary School and Short Course at
be Domecon to the students, and to the
Cornell.
alumni!
The school which lasts four weeks
including Farm and Home Week, is held
every year in the College of Agriculture.
This year representatives have come from
Burma, Japan, India, East Africa, Angola
(Africa), China, Turkey, the Philippine
Members of the New York and
Islands, and the Caroline Islands. Also
Boston Stock Exchanges
present is a missionary who has been
doing educational work in the North
Sound Investments
Carolina Mountain regions.
Courses are arranged for these special
Investment Counsel a n d
students which give them training in
[Supervision
Rural Sociology, Agriculture, Rural
Education, and Nutrition and Health.
The fourth week of the school is Farm
Roger H.Williams '95
and Home Week, which, coming at the
Resident Partner N e w York Office
close of three weeks intensive training,
40 Wall Street
enables the visiting missionaries to see
results in the various fields covered by the
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Ideas From Other Colleges
and Universities
Minnesota
Songs

HAT MINNESOTA needs, declares an
alumnus, is a few good sentimental
songs. Songs that can be sung with some
degree of harmony by a group of Minnesotans who happen to get together to
reminisce and so forth in New York, Hong
Kong or Kalamazoo, or even in Minneapolis. The words should refer to familiar
scenes on or about the campus or to events
in the history of the school which tend to
stimulate memories of campus days.
Minnesota already has a group of delightful songs but with the exception of
Hail! Minnesota they are more of the rahrah and pep nature rather than harmonious and sentimental. Michigan, for
example, has her'' I Want to Go Back to
Michigan" a swingy refrain with words
referring to various near-campus points
including "Joe's" and "the Orient." It is
the kind of song one likes to sing even
though you know full well that you can't
sing.
Of course there is the question as to
what points about the campus might be
mentioned in the Minnesota song. The
shops about the campus change names
and managers so often that a song might
be completely out of date in no time if
current names of rendezvous were mentioned. One shop which has remained the
same in name and management through
several college generations is the Perrine
Book Store. But I hardly see how you
could work that into a song. And anyway, the idea of books might not work
in with the theme of such a song, for
after all, in an informal reunion the talk
rarely has anything to do with books or
what was learned from books.
And there would be nothing especially
appealing about singing " I want to go
back where I can see the Foshay Tower
on the skyline." Nor would "Take me
back to the Library, to those books (?) I
loved so well'' work into the spirit of the
thing although that has possibilities.
There is the river bank, or course, but
automobiles have offered it plenty of
competition, and anyway, the words
that rhyme with bank aren't given to being sentimental.
But maybe you can think of some good
verses for a song of sentiment and cherished memories? Send them in.

W

Harvard
The Brain Trust

HY "BRAIN trust"? Perhaps the first
idea was that the country was ruled
by an inner circle of the brainy, who excluded competition and monopolized the
business for themselves. But that inter-

W

pretation will scarcely stand in view of
the rapid turn-over. The alternative and
more plausible idea is that the country
now puts its trust in brains and trusts
that professors have them. While this
trustful state of mind continues, it is to be
hoped that Harvard professors will respond to the challenge.
A university has many ways of serving
the community. It instructs the youth, so
far as they will allow themselves to be instructed. It frames and executes policies
in the field of higher education. It contributes by research to the growing fund
of human knowledge. And it also provides experts whom it loans or rents to
the public agencies of the time. It is this
last form of service which has recently
become so consciocuous and in which
Harvard is doing her part.
Columbia
An Example of Publicity
/

TΓIHOUSANDS OF COLUMNS in newspapers

J- throughout the country heralded
Columbia's victory over Stanford and
thousands more told of the Lion's
triumphant journey across the country
back to New York. The Rocky Mountain
News of Denver, Colo., gave nearly an
entire page of stories and pictures to the
Columbia squad when it arrived in that
city. One of the many interesting articles
written about the Columbia squad was
that of Howard Beresford, sporting editor
of the publication, a Scripps-Howard
newspaper. It is, in part:
"For a while this fall we thought we
certainly send our boy to Princeton. Then
along came Michigan. Then along came
an untried record, so we figured on
forwarding Young Halfback Huddle to
Old Nassau. With the wave of ballyhoo
over the Rose Bowl, we suddenly cast
our eyes westward toward Palo Alto's
ivyied walls. Stanford would be a great
college in which Junior could be ailAmerican under the Warner system.
But since New Year and following the
Lions around the town Friday, we have
suddenly shifted. Our boy shall go to
Columbia.
4
' Of course we realize hearing some of
the deep-chested alumni talk, that it
would be some ordeal and no little
privilege to be allowed to send a son to
Columbia. While the alumni have
chanted for year on year about Columbia's noble scholastic standing, they
have suddenly gone football-minded and
are talking about athletics since Monday.
44
They take pleasure in seeing our faces
go red when they remind us of how ' we
experts' overlooked one of the greatest

football teams in the country at Columbia. At that, some of the reddest faces are
going to be right in New York City where
the scribes—'prophets in their own
country'—are going to have much explaining to do when the Lions get back
to town Sunday. The Manhattan writers
misled the nation; they misinformed the
universe by saying that Columbia was
only mediocre.
"Denver thinks they're the best in the
world and after a day with them are roaring approval of the elveen Little Lions
who ran off with the Big Bad Indians on
New Year.
Social lions as well as kings of football
beasts are the boys from Columbia. Not
lanky and rangy like our men of the big
open, the Columbia lads are stocky,
powerfully built lads, built to play low
in football. They don't have to bend over
to 'get low,' they're already down
there. Clean cut, intelligent lads, whose
names ready like typical ail-American
grid registers, such as Jacket, Dzamba,
Brominski, Richavich, Barabas, etc.
They are full-fledged students who have
to be up in ix hours all the time to play
football. And they're all worrying about
their semester exams which start in three
weeks."
Pennsylvania
An Eastern League

HE suggested Eastern football conference, embracing Pennsylvania,
Princeton, Harvard, Yale, Dartmouth,
Columbia, Navy and Cornell, would
realize an ideal which has long been
cherished by alumni and friends of these
institutions. It is in line with the endorsements of the so-called Gates plan by
alumni of the University, for the objective of this plan is the scheduling only of
"natural" rivals.
The records of other football leagues,
notably the "Big Ten" Mid-Western
Conference, show what can be done not
only in the way of directing intercollegiate rivalry into proper chanels but
enforcing eligibility rules. The proposed
Eastern conference would be in line with
excellent precedents and the trend of the
times in sports. Efforts to make it a
reality deserve every encouragement.

T

—Evening Ledger.

Ohio State
An Emergency School

QINCE THE PEAK enrollment in the fall of

O 1930, Ohio State's student body has
decreased only 13 per cent. In the same
time its income has dropped 40 per cent.
In the past year the enrollment has de-

clined 7 per cent, while income has decreased 30 per cent. That is one side of the
picture.
On the other, is the view of a University attempting to do its full duty in
keeping up the public morale through
such trying times as these—a University
starting an emergency school for the unemployed with more than 1,000 enrolled,
opening a new dormitory for needy students of good scholarship and character,
loaning its faculty members freely in the
solution of relief and recovery problems—
while at the same time maintaining its
service to students.
This depression picture of Ohio State
also shows a University continuing its
varied activities to the whole state—its
Farmer's Week, short courses in agriculture, Education Week, commerce extension classes, miners' vocational classes,
and its research.
The manner in which Ohio State has
met the depression problems may well be
marked up as one of the University's
achievements in 60 years, and at the same
time as a tribute to the sincerity of its
faculty and administrative staffs.
KOSSACK AWARDED TROPHY
Nate Kossack, Cornell tackle, was
awarded the Lester M. Handleman
Trophy at the annual football banquet
held Monday evening, January zi, at the
Dutch Kitchen. The trophy is awarded
each year to the member of the Cornell
football team who has improved his
playing the most during the previous
season. It is a memorial to Lester M.
Handleman, who died two years ago following a brilliant career in Cornell
athletics.
Kossack's original position was at
guard, where he played for two years as a
regular. This year he was shifted to the
tackle position, and showed up so well
that his team mates held him worthy to
receive the trophy. Kossack comes from
Kew Gardens, Long Island.
Senior members of the team and the
scrubs received gold football watch
charms. In previous years these have been
given only to graduating members of the
varsity, but this year were honored also
the senior members of the " All-Americans," whose duty it is to learn the plays
of opposing teams, and to bear the brunt
of the attacks of the varsity.
Those who received charms were:
Kossack, acting captain, Johnny Ferraro,
John Terry, Ed Schumacher, John
Wallace, Bob Grant, Jake Goldbas, Harry
Shaub, Jerry Brock, and Manager Bill
Robertson.
•
PRESIDENT LIVINGSTON FARRAND

and

Mrs. Farrand attended President Roosevelt's annual formal dinner given for
H. T. Rainey, Speaker of the House of
Representatives, at the White House last
Tuesday evening. They were overnight
guests at the White House.
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CORNELL CLUB LUNCHEONS
Many of the Cornell Clubs hold luncheons at regular intervals. A list is given below for the benefit of travelers
who may be in some of these cities on dates of meetings. Unless otherwise listed, the meetings are of men:
Name of Club

Meeting

Place

Time

Akron (Women)
1st Saturday
Homes of Members
1:00 p.m.
Secretary: Mrs. Ralph B. Day Ί 6 , 145 Pioneer Street, Akron.
Albany
Monthly
University Club
11:30 p.m.
Secretary: George W. Street '13, 158 State Street, Albany.
Baltimore
Monday
Engineers' Club
11:30 p.m.
Secretary: Leslie E. Herbert '30, 806 E. North Ave., Baltimore.
Boston
Monday
American House,
11:30 p.m.
Secretary: Anthony O. Shallna Ί 6 , 305 Harvard St., Cambridge
56 Hanover Street
Boston (Women)
Tuesday (3rd)
College Club,
4:00 p.m.
Secretary: Mrs. M. Gregory Dexter '14,14 Somerset St., Worcester.
400 Commonwealth Ave.
Buffalo
Friday
Hotel Statler
11:30 p.m.
Secretary: Herbert R. Johnston '17, Pratt & Lambert, Inc., Buffalo.
Buffalo (Women)
Monthly
College Club
11:00 noon
Secretary: Miss Alice C. Buerger Ί 5 , 3900 Main Street, Eggertsville.
Chicago
Thursday
Mandels
11:15 p.m.
Secretary: C. Longford Felske '14, 33 South Clark Street, Chicago.
Cleveland
Thursday
Cleveland Athletic Club
11:15 p.m.
Secretary: Charles C. Colman '11, 1836 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland.
Denver
Friday
Daniel Fisher's Tea Room
11:15 p.m.
Secretary: James B. Kelly '05, 1660 Stout Street, Denver.
Detroit
Thursday
Intercollegiate Club,
11:15 p.m.
Secretary: Edwin H. Strunk '15, c/o Packard Motor Co., Detroit.
Penobscot Bldg.
Los Angeles
Thursday
Richfield Oil Bldg.
11:15 p.m.
Secretary: Clarence D. Coulter Ί 8 , 816W. 5 th Street, Los Angeles.
Los Angeles (Women)
Last Saturday
Tea Rooms
Luncheons
Secretary: Miss Bertha Griffin '09, 1711 W. 66th Street, Los Angeles.
Milwaukee
Friday
University Club
11:15 p.m.
Secretary: Henry M. Stillman '30, 717 Maryland Street, Milwaukee.
Newark
ind Friday
Down Town Club
11:30 p.m.
Secretary: Milton H. Cooper '18, 744 Broad Street, Newark.
New York
Daily
Cornell Club, 145 Madison Avenue
Secretary: Andrew E. Tuck '98, 145 Madison Avenue, New York
Philadelphia
Daily
Cornell Club, 1119 Spruce Street
Secretary: Stanley O. Law '17, 907 Fidelity-Philadelphia Bldg., Philadelphia.
Philadelphia (Women)
1st Saturday
Homes of Members
Luncheon
Secretary: Miss Mildred H. Hiller '15, 811 W. Birch Street, Philadelphia.
Pittsburgh
Friday
Kaufman's Dining Room
11:15 p.m.
Secretary: George P. Buchanan '11, Hotel William Penn. Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh (Women)
Monthly
Homes of Members
Afternoon
Secretary: Mrs. James P. O'Connor '17, Coronado Apartments, Pittsburgh.
Queens County (Women) '
3rd Monday
Secretary: Mrs. Gustave J. Noback, Grad., 17 Groton St., Forest Hills, N.Y.
Rochester
Wednesday
University Club
11:15 P m
Secretary: Elbert H. Carver '16, Genesee Valley Trust Bldg., Rochester.
Rochester (Women)
Monthly (usually Wednesday)
Homes of Members
Evening
Secretary: Miss Esther M. Rhodes '17, 114 Alexander Street, Rochester.
San Francisco
ind Wednesday
S. F. Commercial Club
11:15 P m
President: Walter B. Gerould '11, 575 Mission Street, San Francisco.
San Francisco (Women)
ind Saturday
Homes of Members
Luncheon or Tea
Secretary: Mrs. Wilson D. Clark Ί o , 731 Contra Costa Avenue, San Francisco.
Southern Ohio
Last Friday
Sinton Hotel, Cincinnati
11:00 noon
Secretary: Fred J.^Wrampelmeier '19, 1155 Halpin St., Hyde Park, Cincinnati
Syracuse
Wednesday
University Club
11:30 p.m.
Secretary: Robert C. Hosmer '01, 316 South Warren Street, Syracuse.
Syracuse (Women)
ind Monday
Homes of Members
6:30 p.m.
Secretary: Miss Leah M. Bladen '14, 139 Wood Avenue, Syracuse.
Trenton
Monday
Chas. HertzeΓs Restaurant,
Secretary: Carlman M. Rinck '14, 695 Rutherford Avenue, Trenton.
Bridge & S. Broad Sts.
Utica
Tuesday
University Club
11:00 noon
Secretary: Harold J. Shackelton '18, 155 Genesee Street, Utica.
Utica (Women)
3rd Monday
Homes of Members
Dinner
Secretary: Mrs. Charles C. Beakes Ί 8 , 159 Pleasant Street, Utica.
Washington, D. C.
Thursday
University Club
11:30 p.m.
Secretary: Edward Holmes '05, 1416 F Street N. W., Washington.

